Pursuant to Administrative Code Section 27-131, the following equipment or material has been found acceptable for use subject to the terms and conditions contained herein.

**MEA 627-06-M**

**Manufacturer:** Sof Surfaces, Inc., 4393 Discovery Line, Petrolia, Ontario, N0N 1R0 CANADA

**Trade Name(s):** SofTILEAP, SofTILE Kroslock,

**Product:** Roof covering

**Pertinent Code Section(s):** 27-337

**Prescribed Test(s):** RS 5-10 (ASTM E-108 & E-108 Modified)

**Laboratory:** Factory Mutual Research Corporation

**Test Report(s):** Factory Mutual test reports
JI 3000247 Class 4472, dated October 2, 1998
JI 3002869 Class 4472, dated February 16, 1999

**Description:** Interlocking resilient rubber tile available in a wide selection of thicknesses and colors for roof covering materials. The products are manufactured from recycled rubber, EPDM rubber granules and specially formulated binding agents which are molded into a high density, durable locking paver. The 24 in. x 24 in. tiles are press-molded into a high-density patented design product with long wear characteristics. SoftTile’s patented built-in pedestal design raises the paver off the membrane providing superior multidirectional drainage. Products can be used for Class A rating on new and existing flat-roof non-combustible decks.
Terms and Conditions: The above roof covering assemblies, when installed in accordance with the instructions supplied by the manufacturer, are accepted for the fire resistance classification indicated. All shipments and deliveries of such materials shall be accompanied by a certificate or label certifying that the materials shipped or delivered are equivalent to those tested and acceptable for use, as provided for in Section 27-131 of the New York City Building Code.

NOTE: In accordance with Section 27-131(d), all materials tested and accepted for use shall be subject to periodic retesting as determined by the Commissioner; and any material which upon retesting is found not to comply with Code requirements or the requirements set forth in the approval of the Commissioner shall cease to be acceptable for the use intended. During the period for such retesting, the Commissioner may require the use of such material to be restricted or discontinued if necessary to secure safety.

Final Acceptance March 27, 2007

Examined By [Signature]